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Abstract
The influence of surface anisotropy upon the near-wall region of a rough-wall turbulent
channel flow is investigated using direct numerical simulation (DNS). A set of nine irregu-
lar rough surfaces with fixed mean peak-to-valley height, near-Gaussian height distributions
and specified streamwise and spanwise correlation lengths were synthesised using a sur-
face generation algorithm. By defining the surface anisotropy ratio (SAR) as the ratio of
the streamwise and spanwise correlation lengths of the surface, we demonstrate that sur-
faces with a strong spanwise anisotropy (SAR <1) can induce an over 200% increase in
the roughness function ΔU+, compared to their streamwise anisotropic (SAR >1) equiva-
lent. Furthermore, we find that the relationship between the roughness function ΔU+ and
the SAR parameter approximately follows an exponentially decaying function. The statis-
tical response of the near-wall flow is studied using a “double-averaging” methodology
in order to distinguish form-induced “dispersive” stresses from their turbulent counter-
parts. Outer-layer similarity is recovered for the mean velocity defect profile as well as
the Reynolds stresses. The dispersive stresses all attain their maxima within the rough-
ness canopy. Only the streamwise dispersive stress reaches levels that are comparable to
the equivalent Reynolds stress, with surfaces of high SAR attaining the highest levels of
streamwise dispersive stress. The Reynolds stress anisotropy also shows distinct differences
between cases with strong streamwise anisotropy that stay close to an axisymmetric, rod-
like state for all wall-normal locations, compared to cases with spanwise anisotropy where
an axisymmetric, disk-like state of the Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor is observed around
the roughness mean plane. Overall, the results from this study underline that the drag penalty
incurred by a rough surface is strongly influenced by the surface topography and highlight
its impact upon the mean momentum deficit in the outer flow as well as the Reynolds and
dispersive stresses within the roughness layer.
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1 Introduction
Many forms of irregular roughness found on engineering surfaces display some degree of
anisotropy. For example, production processes, such as milling, generate irregular surfaces
with a “lay” that represents the direction of predominant surface patterns [1]. Anisotropic
roughness is also encountered on in-service turbine vanes [2], bio-fouled ship hulls [3] and
can often be observed in geo- and astrophysical contexts, e.g. in the form of ripple-patterns,
which for example affect sand-transporting winds on Mars [4]. Another form of anisotropic
irregular roughness are ocean waves that can act as roughness elements on the atmosphere
[5, 6]. As a result, the fluid dynamic properties of anisotropic forms of roughness are of
wide practical interest.
The drag penalty incurred by a rough surface depends on the characteristic height of the
roughness features, but is also strongly influenced by the roughness topography. In a study
based on surface scans, Thakkar et al. [7] identified the streamwise correlation length of the
roughness as one of the key topographical parameters that influence the roughness func-
tion. Traditionally, the influence of roughness correlation length has mostly been studied
for the case of regular bar-type roughness. Perry et al. [8] showed experimentally that the
spacing distance between transverse bars, i.e. the effective streamwise correlation length of
the surface, has a strong effect on the observed roughness effect, with short spacing giv-
ing rise to d-type behaviour and longer spacing inducing k-type behaviour. In the direct
numerical simulations (DNS) of Leonardi et al. [9], the spacing of bars was shown to affect
the coherence of the near-wall flow as well as the levels of turbulence anisotropy. Another
widely studied form of regular anisotropic roughness are wavy walls. For example, in the
experimental study of Hamed et al. [10] fundamental differences for flow over two- and
three-dimensional large-scale wavy walls were found that have practical implications for
bed erosion and sediment transport.
In a recent study of turbulent flow in sinusoidal, spanwise-periodic channels, Vidal et al.
[11] found strong interaction between opposite walls when the wave-length of the roughness
was of the same order of magnitude as the half height as the channel. For smaller wave-
lengths, the size of secondary vortices was reduced, but significant cross-flow could still
be observed. When the inner-scaled wave-length dropped below λ+ = 130 the cross-flow
decayed. While flow over streamwise aligned bars has also been investigated (see e.g. [12,
13]), the most widely studied type of strongly streamwise anisotropic roughness are riblet
surfaces that have been inspired by the shark-skin effect [14, 15]. Riblets typically consist of
closely spaced structures, such as triangular grooves or blades, in the cross-stream direction
that are uniform in the streamwise direction of the flow [16]. The unique characteristic of
riblets is that they induce a drag reduction instead of a drag increase for a range of Reynolds
numbers determined by the square-root of the groove cross-section of the riblets [17, 18].
Rough surfaces in engineering or in the natural environment are often irregular, i.e., they
do not follow a simple, regular pattern as the man-made bar, riblet, or sinusoidal surfaces
discussed above. The investigation of flow over irregular roughness has received increased
attention in recent years. In most cases, the investigated surfaces were nearly isotropic and
the influence of anisotropy has not been considered as the focus of the studies was typi-
cally on specific examples of roughness of technical importance or on other topographical
parameters such as the skewness of the height distribution. For example, Yuan & Piomelli
[19] used large-eddy simulations to investigate flow over artificial sand-paper roughness and
rough surfaces replicated from turbine blades. Busse et al. [20] investigated the Reynolds
number dependence of turbulent flow over a grit-blasted and a graphite surface using direct
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numerical simulation. Forooghi et al. [21] created systematically varied isotropic, irregu-
lar roughness using random arrangements of roughness elements to investigate the effect
of topographical parameters on mean flow and turbulence statistics. Barros et al. [22] used
systematically generated isotropic irregular roughness in experiments of turbulent channel
flow to study the influence of the power-law slope of a rough surface and showed that the
roughness effect decreases with increasing power-law slope.
A mildly anisotropic irregular roughness that has been the subject of several experimental
investigations is a surface measured by Bons et al. [2] for a damaged turbine blade. Wu and
Christensen [23] studied the spatial structure of a turbulent boundary layer above a replica
of this surface and noted an attenuation of the streamwise coherence of the near-wall flow.
In a related study, Barros and Christensen [24] reported turbulent secondary flows induced
by spanwise heterogeneities over the same turbine blade roughness. However, the influence
of the degree of spanwise heterogeneity, i.e. spanwise correlation length, remained unclear,
as only a single roughness specimen was considered.
The objective of this study is to systematically investigate the impact of the degree of
surface anisotropy upon the near-wall region of rough-wall turbulent channel flow. To this
end, DNS of turbulent channel flow over a set of synthetically generated irregular rough
surfaces with specified streamwise and spanwise correlation lengths have been performed.
In Section 2, the surface generation procedure is described and an overview of the investi-
gated surface topographies is given. Section 3 summarises the numerical approach taken in
the DNS of turbulent channel flow and the triple decomposition applied to the velocity field.
Results for the mean flow and turbulence statistics are presented in Section 4. Summary and
conclusions follow in Section 5.
2 Surface Generation and Topographical Characterisation
Surface height maps were generated by taking linear combinations of Gaussian random
number matrices using a moving average (MA) process. This method of surface genera-
tion was developed by Patir [25] and has been extended here with periodic boundaries. A
periodic Gaussian heightmap, hij , was generated by taking the linear transformation
hij =
n∑
k=1
m∑
l=1
αklηrs
i = 1, 2, . . . , N
j = 1, 2, . . . ,M
r = [p (mod N)] + 1
s = [q (mod M)] + 1
p = i + k − 1
q = j + l − 1
(1)
where ηij is an N×M matrix of uncorrelated random numbers with a Gaussian distribution,
αkl are an n×m set of weights that give a user-specified autocorrelation coefficient function
(ACF) and mod is the modulo operator.
The weights of the MA process, αkl , are determined by solving the non-linear system
Rpq =
n−p∑
k=1
m−q∑
l=1
αklαrs
p = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1
q = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1
r = k + p
s = l + q
(2)
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using the Newton method outlined by Patir [25], where Rpq is the discrete ACF. Each
Gaussian height map is generated with an exponential ACF
R = exp
⎛
⎝−2.3
√(
Δx1
Δx∗1
)2
+
(
Δx2
Δx∗2
)2
⎞
⎠ (3)
where
(
Δx1,Δx2
)
denote the spatial separations in the streamwise and spanwise directions,
respectively, and where
(
Δx∗1 ,Δx∗2
)
denote the spatial separations at which the streamwise
and spanwise ACF profiles decay to 10% of their values at the origin. Further details can be
found in the work of Patir [25].
Using the above method, a set of Gaussian height maps with systematically varied corre-
lation lengths were generated. In total, eight anisotropic surfaces and one isotropic surface
were synthesised. A set of smoothly varying topographies were obtained by passing each
discrete heightmap through a low-pass Fourier filter [26]. The anisotropy of each filtered
heightmap was quantified using the surface anisotropy ratio (SAR) defined here as
SAR ≡ LxLy (4)
where Lx and Ly denote the streamwise and spanwise correlation lengths, respectively.
Correlation lengths were computed based on a 0.2 cutoff criterion in order to be consistent
with past work related to the current study [7] and general conventions used in surface
metrology [27]. The final surfaces that were applied in the DNS are shown in Fig. 1.
For the nine surfaces considered in this study, SAR ranges from ≈ 1/18 to ≈ 16.
All surfaces were synthesised with a near-Gaussian height distribution, i.e. with negligible
skewness (Ssk ≈ 0) and kurtosis approximately equal to three (Sku ≈ 3). This allows the
Fig. 1 Rough surfaces applied in the turbulent rough-wall channel flow simulations. For naming conventions
and topographical parameters see Tables 1 and 2. The arrows indicate the mean flow direction
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Table 1 Surface height parameters: Mean absolute height (Sa); root-mean-square (RMS) height (Sq); skew-
ness (Ssk); kurtosis (Sku); and mean peak-to-valley height (Sz5×5). The height of the highest roughness
crest, (Sp = hmax), is also included. δ is the mean channel half-height
Case SAR Sa/δ Sq/δ Ssk Sku Sz5×5/δ Sp/δ Line
S161 15.6 0.025 0.032 0.00 3.11 0.167 0.12
S81 8 0.025 0.031 0.05 3.01 0.167 0.12
S41 4 0.024 0.030 0.07 3.00 0.167 0.11
S21 2 0.023 0.029 -0.01 2.98 0.167 0.12
S11 1.0 0.021 0.027 0.03 3.07 0.167 0.12
S12 0.5 0.022 0.027 0.00 3.08 0.167 0.10
S14 0.25 0.023 0.029 0.02 3.06 0.167 0.10
S18 0.125 0.025 0.031 0.01 2.96 0.167 0.12
S118 0.057 0.023 0.029 -0.07 2.95 0.167 0.11
current study to focus on the effect of surface correlation length, since skewness and kurto-
sis have been effectively eliminated as parameters. Topographical parameters are given in
Tables 1 and 2, for full definitions the reader is referred to [7, 27]. The peaks of an irregular
rough surface make the strongest contributions to its fluid dynamic roughness effect [28].
As can be observed from Fig. 1, the cases with SAR > 1 are dominated by streamwise
elongated peaks whereas the surfaces with SAR < 1 display spanwise elongated peaks.
In the current study, the minimum typical roughness feature size, i.e. min(Lx,Ly), was
kept constant to ≈ 0.1δ to make the surface anisotropy ratio SAR the key parameter. The
streamwise effective slope
ESx = 1
L1L2
∫ L1
0
∫ L2
0
⏐⏐⏐⏐
∂
∂x1
h(x1, x2)
⏐⏐⏐⏐ dx1dx2, (5)
where h(x1, x2) is the surface height and L1 and L2 are the domain size in the streamwise
and spanwise direction, was first introduced by Napoli et al. [29]. As can be observed from
Table 2 and Fig. 2a, the streamwise effective slope ESx is influenced by both the streamwise
Table 2 Surface areal parameters: Streamwise correlation length (Lx); spanwise correlation length
(Ly
)
;
streamwise effective slope (ESx); spanwise effective slope
(
ESy
)
; and surface texture aspect ratio (Str)
Case Lx/δ Ly/δ ESx ESy Str
S161 1.56 0.10 0.10 0.46 0.064
S81 0.80 0.10 0.14 0.43 0.125
S41 0.40 0.10 0.19 0.41 0.25
S21 0.20 0.10 0.24 0.38 0.50
S11 0.10 0.10 0.33 0.33 1.00
S12 0.10 0.20 0.37 0.23 0.50
S14 0.10 0.40 0.40 0.18 0.25
S18 0.10 0.80 0.43 0.14 0.125
S118 0.09 1.55 0.45 0.095 0.057
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Fig. 2 a Change of streamwise (◦) and spanwise () effective slope with surface anisotropy ratio; b ratio of
streamwise to spanwise effective slope versus surface anisotropy ratio. Cases with SAR < 1 are shown using
blue symbols; cases with SAR > 1 are shown using red symbols
and the spanwise correlation length. For constant streamwise correlation length, i.e. the
cases with SAR < 1, the streamwise effective slope ESx increases with increasing spanwise
correlation length. For constant spanwise correlation length (SAR > 1), ESx decays with
increasing streamwise correlation length. Overall, an approximately exponential decay of
ESx with the surface anisotropy ratio can be observed (ESx ∼ exp(−SAR)). The spanwise
effective slope ESy ,
ESy = 1
L1L2
∫ L1
0
∫ L2
0
⏐⏐⏐⏐
∂
∂x2
h(x1, x2)
⏐⏐⏐⏐ dx1dx2, (6)
follows exactly the opposite trends. Therefore, to maintain a constant effective slope
for increasing streamwise correlation length, the spanwise correlation would have to be
decreased for a given SAR; this would incur a decrease in the minimum feature size of
the surface with increasing streamwise correlation length (i.e. effectively narrower and nar-
rower ribs) counter to the aims of this study. A further observation for the relation between
SAR and effective slope is that the the ratio of streamwise to spanwise effective slope
ESx/ESy , shown in Fig. 2b, follows a decay with approximately SAR−1/2 for the generated
surfaces. The relatively slow decay of this ratio with SAR can be attributed to the stronger
influence of the high wavenumber content of a surface on the effective slope compared to
its effect on the correlation length in the corresponding direction.
The SAR parameter is also related to the surface texture aspect ratio Str , a parameter
for characterisation of surface anisotropy widely used in tribology [27, 30]. Str is defined
as the ratio of the shortest to the longest correlation length based on the central lobe of the
2D surface height autocorrelation function. For the given surfaces, Str attains its minima
for the cases with the maximum streamwise or spanwise correlation length (see Table 2).
However, Str does not contain any information about the orientation of the anisotropy with
respect to the mean flow direction, which is why SAR will be used throughout this study as
parameter for quantifying surface anisotropy.
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3 Numerical Setup and AveragingMethods
For each surface listed in Table 1, a DNS of incompressible turbulent channel flow with
roughness on both the top and bottom walls and periodic boundary conditions in the
streamwise and spanwise directions was performed. Second order central differences were
used for the spatial discretisation of the Navier-Stokes equations; for the discretisation in
time the second order Adams-Bashforth scheme was used. For the resolution of the irreg-
ular rough walls an iterative embedded-boundary method based on the algorithm by Yang
& Balaras [31] was employed. Full details and validation of the numerical approach can
be found in Busse et al. [26]. A reference smooth-wall simulation was also performed for
comparison.
The flow was driven by a constant (negative) mean streamwise pressure gradient, Π ,
which can be used to define the mean friction velocity as uτ ≡ √(−δ/ρ)Π [32] where δ
denotes the mean channel half-height and ρ is the density. The friction Reynolds number
is defined here as Reτ ≡ uτ δ/ν, where ν is the kinematic viscosity. All simulations in this
study were carried out at a fixed friction Reynolds number of Reτ = 395.
Throughout this work, the Cartesian velocity components, ui = (u1, u2, u3), are aligned
along their respective Cartesian coordinates, xi = (x1, x2, x3), where x1 is the streamwise,
x2 the spanwise and x3 the wall-normal direction. In all cases, the domain size in the stream-
wise (L1) and spanwise (L2) direction is at least five times the corresponding correlation
length of the surface. For cases with a surface anisotropy ratio between 1/8 ≤ SAR ≤ 8 the
“standard” domain size listed in Table 3 was used. For the two cases with the most extreme
SAR values, i.e. SAR ≈ 1/18 and 16, larger domain sizes were applied to ensure that the
irregular rough surfaces decorrelate over the width and length of the computational domain.
Uniform mesh spacing with x+1 < 5 and x
+
2 < 5 was prescribed in the streamwise and
spanwise directions for all rough-wall cases following standard resolution criteria [26]. In
the wall-normal direction, uniform spacing with Δx+3,min was maintained in the roughness
layer min(h) < x3 < max(h) and a gradual stretching was applied above with a maximum
wall-normal grid spacing of Δx+3,max reached at the channel centre.
In this study, a double-averaging (DA) methodology following Raupach & Shaw [33] is
used. This decomposes an instantaneous field variable, e.g. a component of the velocity ui ,
as
ui (x, t) = 〈ui〉 (x3) + u˜i (x) + u′i (x, t) (7)
Table 3 Parameters of the direct numerical simulations; L1: domain size in the streamwise direction; L2:
domain size in the spanwise direction; Δx+1 , Δx
+
2 : grid spacing in the streamwise and spanwise direction;
Δx+3,min, Δx
+
3,max: minimum and maximum grid spacing in the wall-normal direction; n1×n2×n3: mesh size
Case L1/δ L2/δ Δx
+
1 Δx
+
2 Δx
+
3,min Δx
+
3,max n1 × n2 × n3
standard 8 4 4.94 4.94 0.67 4.50 640 × 320 × 576
S161 12 4 4.94 4.94 0.67 4.50 960 × 320 × 576
S118 8 12 4.94 4.94 0.67 4.50 640 × 960 × 576
reference 12 6 9.88 4.94 0.67 4.24 480 × 480 × 320
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where 〈ui〉 is the DA part of ui , u˜i is the form-induced “dispersive” spatial variation and u′i
is the turbulent fluctuation about the local time-averaged mean of ui . The DA operator is
defined here as
〈ui〉 (x3) = 1
ψ (x3)
1
L1
1
L2
L1∫
0
L2∫
0
ui (x) dx2dx1, (8)
Here, ψ = Af / (L1L2) is ratio of the fluid-occupied area, Af , to the total area L1L2 of
a given horizontal plane x3 = const., i.e. in Eq. 8 the intrinsic average is used. The over-
bar is used to indicate the time-average. All time-averaged quantities have been averaged
over a period of T + = T u2τ /ν > 1.5 × 104 in viscous units corresponding to a minimum
averaging period of 50Tf where Tf = L1/Ub is the flow-through time based on the bulk-
flow velocity. The averaging periods are comparable to the averaging periods employed in
previous studies of flow over rough surfaces [21, 34] and thus the results can be consid-
ered well-converged. Above the highest roughness crest ψ = 1, whereas below the highest
roughness crest, ψ becomes less than one (x3 < hmax). In solid-occupied regions all field
variables are set to zero (ui (x, t) = 0).
Throughout this work, the roughness function, ΔU+, is defined as
ΔU+ ≡ 〈u1〉+cl,s − 〈u1〉+cl,r (9)
where subscripts “cl”, “s” and “r” denote centre-line, smooth- and rough-wall quantities,
respectively.
The components of the Reynolds stress tensor,
〈
u′iu′j
〉
, are based on the turbulent
fluctations of the velocity field around the local mean
〈
u′iu′j
〉
(x3) ≡
〈
(ui (x, t) − ui (x))
(
uj (x, t) − uj (x)
)〉
(10)
Similarly, the components of the dispersive stress tensor,
〈
u˜i u˜j
〉
, are defined as
〈
u˜i u˜j
〉
(x3) ≡
〈
(ui (x) − 〈ui〉 (x3))
(
uj (x) −
〈
uj
〉
(x3)
)〉
(11)
4 Results and Discussion
In this section, first the roughness function and the mean flow statistics are presented. This
is followed by a discussion of the Reynolds and dispersive stress statistics. The flow statis-
tics are then further discussed in the context of visualisations of the local streamwise and
spanwise dispersive and Reynolds stresses within the roughness canopy. In the final part
of this section, the influence of surface anisotropy on the anisotropy of the Reynolds stress
tensor is explored using the Lumley triangle.
Table 4 Mean flow quantities: ΔU+: roughness function, Ub: bulk flow velocity, Reb: bulk flow Reynolds
number
Case S161 S81 S41 S21 S11 S12 S14 S18 S118 ref
ΔU+ 2.49 3.51 4.66 5.77 6.72 7.06 7.54 7.75 7.43 −
Ub 15.08 14.08 12.98 11.97 11.02 10.67 10.23 9.92 10.33 17.55
Reb 11,914 11,123 10,253 9,457 8,706 8,429 8,078 7,837 8,164 13,862
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4.1 Roughness function
The roughness function ΔU+ is plotted as a function of the SAR parameter (4) in Fig. 3. A
striking observation based on this data is that ΔU+ exhibits an over 200% increase as SAR
is decreased from ≈ 16 to 1/8 (see Table 4). Considering that all surfaces have been scaled
to an identical mean peak-to-valley height and share near-Gaussian height distributions (see
Table 1), the sharp rise in ΔU+ underlines the impact that surface anisotropy can have upon
the drag penalty incurred by a rough surface. For the case with SAR ≈ 1/18 a small drop
in the roughness function compared to the S18 and S14 cases can be observed. This shows
that once a high spanwise correlation of the surface is attained, a further increase of the
spanwise surface correlation does not necessarily increase the roughness effect of a surface
further. The small drop in ΔU+ for S118 compared to S18 by ≈ 4% could be attributed to
an increased tendency of the flow to skim past the very wide spanwise peaks of the S118
surface compared to the circumnavigation of roughness peaks observed for surfaces with
higher SAR (see below). Another contributing factor leading to a lower ΔU+ may be the
small difference in Ssk of the two surfaces (see Table 1), as negative skewness is known to
lower the roughness effect of a surface [28, 37].
The relationship between ΔU+ and the SAR parameter shown in Fig. 3 can be
approximated by an exponential function of the form
ΔU+ = b1 + b2 exp (−b3SAR) (12)
where the coefficients {b1, b2, b3} = {2.35, 5.33, 0.207} have been fitted to the model func-
tion using non-linear regression. Using Eq. 12, the roughness function is predicted to obtain
a minimum value of ΔU+ ≈ 2.35 as SAR → ∞ and a maximum value of ΔU+ ≈ 7.68 as
SAR → 0. However, this does not take into account the observed small decrease for very
low surface anisotropy ratio.
Fig. 3 a The roughness function, ΔU+, plotted as a function of the SAR parameter. An exponential
behaviour (12) has been fitted to the data . b ΔU+ plotted as a function of the streamwise effective
slope ESx . Data from the numerical studies of Napoli et al. [29] and De Marchis et al. [35] and the exper-
imental study of Schultz & Flack [36] is included for comparison. Blue symbols are used for cases with
SAR < 1 and red symbols for cases with SAR > 1 (see Table 1)
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Thakkar et al. [7] identified Lx as one of the key topographical parameters influencing
the roughness function based on data obtained from DNS over a range of rough surfaces
based on surface scans. The numerically generated irregular rough surfaces of the cur-
rent study allow a more systematic probing of the influence of the correlation length. The
strong decrease in ΔU+ with increasing SAR > 1 confirms the findings of Thakkar et al.
regarding Lx . Based on the current results we can in addition show that Ly also affects the
roughness function as shown by the increase of ΔU+ with decreasing SAR < 1. However,
with reference to Fig. 3, it is clear that the streamwise correlation length Lx of a surface
has considerably stronger influence on the fluid dynamic roughness effect than its spanwise
correlation length Ly .
In Fig. 3b, the dependence of ΔU+ on the streamwise effective slope ESx is shown. For
comparison, data from the numerical investigations of Napoli et al. [29] and De Marchis et
al. [35] (irregular sinusoidal surfaces with infinite spanwise correlation) and the experimen-
tal investigations of Schultz & Flack [36] (regular pyramid-shaped roughness) are included.
As expected, ΔU+ increases rapidly with effective slope for low values of ESx . For the
higher effective slope cases, the attained roughness function values are lower in comparison
to the reference data by Napoli et al. [29]. Several causes may contribute to the observed
differences: In the current study, the roughness height measures are kept to close to constant
values with, e.g., Sa ≈ 0.023δ for all cases, simulations were conducted at constant Reτ ,
and all surfaces have nearly zero skewness. While Napoli et al. also conducted their sim-
ulations at constant Reτ , they varied the roughness height Sa between different surfaces.
For example, in the “First series” in [29] the roughness height was increased to increase the
effective slope with the highest effective slope case attaining Sa ≈ 0.072δ, i.e., a signifi-
cantly higher value than for the surfaces studied here. In the experimental study by Schultz
& Flack [36] the Reynolds number was varied to attain fully rough behaviour. Furthermore,
pyramid roughness has positive skewness Ssk. As ΔU+ is known to increase with Ssk [28,
Fig. 4 a Mean streamwise velocity profiles. Line-types are given in Table 1. Smooth wall data (◦) is also
included. The smooth-wall viscous sublayer, 〈u1〉+ = x+3 , and the log-law, 〈u1〉+ = κ−1 ln x+3 + B, with
κ = 0.41 and B = 5.5, are also plotted . b Velocity-defect profiles. Line-types are given in Table 1.
Smooth wall data (◦) is also included. The approximate location of the highest roughness crests is indicated
by a vertical dotted line at x3/δ = 0.11
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37], the current study should yield lower ΔU+ values than the surfaces studied by Schultz
& Flack as all surfaces have close to zero skewness.
4.2 Mean velocity profile
Wall-normal profiles of the DA streamwise velocity normalised by the friction velocity
are plotted in Fig. 4. As the SAR parameter increases, the downward shift of the log-law
decreases – indicating that spanwise anisotropic surfaces induce the largest rise in the mean
momentum deficit. The differences in the mean velocity profiles for the cases with SAR < 1
are relatively small. In contrast, much higher differences in the mean streamwise velocity
profiles can be observed for the cases with SAR > 1 in the log-law region above the rough-
ness. Below the highest roughness crest (x3 < hmax), a DA reverse flow forms within the
canopy of each surface (see inset of Fig. 4a). Whilst the shape and strength of the reverse
flow region is strongly affected by the levels of streamwise anisotropy (SAR > 1), a relative
insensitivity is observed for the spanwise anisotropic surfaces (SAR < 1).
Wall-normal profiles of the DA streamwise velocity-defect normalised by the friction
velocity are shown in Fig. 4b. Above the highest roughness crest (x3 > hmax), a very close
collapse between the smooth- and rough-wall data is observed indicating similarity in the
outer layer mean flow. These results provide evidence for Townsend’s outer similarity
hypothesis [38] and agree with the findings of past numerical [20] and experimental [39,
40] studies.
4.3 Reynolds and dispersive stresses
Wall-normal profiles of the streamwise normal Reynolds stress,
〈
u′1u′1
〉
(10), normalised by
the square of the friction velocity are plotted Fig. 5a. The smooth- and rough-wall profiles
collapse in the outer region (see inset plot) and, with reference to the data shown previ-
ously in Fig. 4b, provide additional evidence for Townsend’s outer similarity hypothesis.
Fig. 5 a Streamwise normal Reynolds stresses; b streamwise normal dispersive stresses. Line-types are given
in Table 1. Smooth wall data (◦) is also included for the Reynolds stress. The approximate location of the
highest roughness crests is indicated by a vertical dotted line at x3/δ = 0.11
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For each surface considered in this study, the maximum
〈
u′1u′1
〉
occurs below the highest
roughness crest and exhibits a significant suppression relative to the smooth-wall value.
An attenuation of the peak value of
〈
u′1u′1
〉
in the presence of surface roughness can be
interpreted as a disruption of the near-wall turbulence cycle [41]. Considering that the sup-
pression of peak
〈
u′1u′1
〉
increases as SAR decreases (see Fig. 5a), the current results imply
that spanwise anisotropic surfaces are more effective at interrupting the near-wall streaks
and quasi-streamwise vortices. For surface S118 a slight increase of the near-wall stream-
wise Reynolds can be observed, which is consistent with the slight higher ΔU+ value for
this case compared to S18 and S14. Finally, we note that appreciable levels of
〈
u′1u′1
〉
persist
deep within the roughness canopy of each surface and that streamwise turbulence activity
is promoted with increasing SAR. This trend agrees well the past results of Thakkar et al.
[7], who noted elevated turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) levels below the highest peak of
an irregular surface with SAR ≈ 30, relative to a surface with SAR ≈ 1/30.
Wall-normal profiles of the streamwise dispersive fluctuations, 〈u˜1u˜1〉 (11), normalised
by the square of the friction velocity are shown in Fig. 5b. Above the highest roughness
crest (x3 > hmax), the magnitude of 〈u˜1u˜1〉 quickly drops to close to zero (see Fig. 5a)
and shows no obvious dependence upon the SAR parameter. In contrast, below the highest
roughness crest, the magnitudes of 〈u˜1u˜1〉 and
〈
u′1u′1
〉
become comparable as a result of
increasing spatial heterogeneity in the time-averaged flow. Comparing the 〈u˜1u˜1〉 profiles,
it is clear that greater heterogeneity prevails within the canopies of streamwise anisotropic
rough surfaces where the peak value 〈u˜1u˜1〉 increases with SAR and exceeds the streamwise
Reynolds stresses for cases S41, S81, and S161. In contrast, approximately constant levels
of 〈u˜1u˜1〉 can be observed for spanwise anisotropic surfaces (SAR ≤ 1). One possible
explanation for this behaviour is a “streamwise-channeling” effect whereby regions of high-
speed time-averaged streamwise velocity (i.e. high relative to the local DA value) are free to
develop within the elongated cavities of streamwise anisotropic surfaces. Such channeling
mechanisms may not occur in the case of spanwise anisotropic surfaces since the flow is
Fig. 6 a Spanwise normal Reynolds stresses; b spanwise normal dispersive stresses. Line-types are given
in Table 1. Smooth wall data (◦) is also included for the Reynolds stress. The approximate location of the
highest roughness crests is indicated by a vertical dotted line at x3/δ = 0.11
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more likely to be diverted to the spanwise direction to circumnavigate the peaks or to “skim”
past the closely-spaced roughness cavities in a d-type manner [8]. For urban type roughness,
similar channeling and skimming flow regimes have been observed (see e.g. [42]) and can
have a strong effect on the urban microclimate [43].
The spanwise normal Reynolds stress
〈
u′2u′2
〉
, shown in Fig. 6a, is unlike
〈
u′1u′1
〉
not
strongly reduced in magnitude compared to the smooth-wall case in the roughness layer.
For all rough cases, the peak value is attained around the highest roughness peak. For the
isotropic surface, the level of
〈
u′2u′2
〉
closely matches the smooth-wall values except for
wall-normal locations that are within the deeper parts of the rough surface.
For the spanwise anisotropic surfaces with SAR < 1 the peak value occurs just below
hmax and exceeds the peak-value for the smooth wall case; this could be attributed to the
higher spanwise disturbances induced in the flow field by the spanwise elongated peaks
that are typical for the SAR < 1 cases (see Fig. 1), forcing the flow to circumnavigate
wider obstacles close to the crest height compared to the cases with SAR ≥ 1. For regular
transverse bar roughness, an increase in the peak value has been reported both for the DNS
of Leonardi et al. [9] for bars with long spacings and for the DNS of Orlandi & Leonardi
for bars with short spacings [12], which is consistent with the observations for the current
irregular, spanwise anisotropic surfaces.
A reduction in the peak value compared to the smooth-wall and the isotropic rough case
can be observed in the strongly streamwise anisotropic cases S81 and S161, with the strongest
reduction occuring for case S161. For this case and the neighbouring case S81 the peak
location occurs above the rough surface. The level of reduction is of similar magnitude as the
reduction of spanwise velocity fluctuations that has been observed for riblets [15]. Above
the rough surface, all profiles soon collapse on the profile for the smooth-wall reference case
indicating that outer-layer similarity is recovered for the spanwise normal Reynolds stress.
Whereas the streamwise normal dispersive stress 〈u˜1u˜1〉 for some surfaces exceeds the
peak level of the corresponding Reynolds stress, the spanwise normal dispersive stress
〈u˜2u˜2〉, shown in Fig. 6b attains only a peak value of ≈ 1/3 of the peak value of
〈
u′2u′2
〉
.
The strongest spanwise dispersive stresses can be observed slightly above the roughness
mid-plane. At this location, the DA streamwise velocity has attained a positive value. Above
the roughness-midplane, the remaining roughness for an irregular isotropic Gaussian rough
surface takes the form of peaks (see e.g. [28]). This means that the flow within the rough sur-
face can start to meander around the peaks requiring spanwise motion to avoid the obstacles
formed by the roughness peaks. This in turn leads to both positive and negative finite local
time-averaged spanwise velocities giving rise to the observed spanwise normal dispersive
stresses. As the height distribution of all current surfaces follows a Gaussian distribution,
the peaks taper, which is why the levels of the spanwise normal dispersive stress reduce
towards the maximum roughness height. For surfaces with streamwise elongated structures
(SAR > 1) the levels of 〈u˜2u˜2〉 are lower, which can be explained by the different shape
of the peaks and the long, streamwise-aligned voids for these rough surfaces that reduce
the need for local spanwise diversions of the mean flow. For the surfaces with spanwise
elongated structures (SAR < 1) the levels of spanwise dispersive stresses increase up to
the case S14; S18 shows similar levels as S14. This increase can be attributed to the wider
obstacles formed by the peaks for these surfaces. For the S118 case, a decrease in 〈u˜2u˜2〉
compared to S14 and S18 can be observed. A possible explanation for this behaviour may
be that this surface approaches a transverse d-type bar roughness like state, i.e. the peaks
tend to be so wide that horizontal circumnavigation becomes less important as the flow
starts to skim past the cavities between the shortly-spaced irregular transverse bars. Related
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Fig. 7 a Wall-normal Reynolds stresses; b wall-normal dispersive stresses. Line-types are given in Table 1.
Smooth wall data (◦) is also included for the Reynolds stress. The approximate location of the highest
roughness crests is indicated by a vertical dotted line at x3/δ = 0.11
observations have been made in studies of turbulent flow over prismatic obstacles where the
flow approaches a nominally two-dimensional behaviour over the obstacle when the width
to height ratio exceeds 6 [44]. For the S118 surface a ratio of spanwise correlation length
to height Ly/Sz5×5 ≈ 9 is reached. In the outer part of the flow, only minimal spanwise
dispersive stresses can be observed.
The wall-normal Reynolds stress
〈
u′3u′3
〉
, see Fig. 7, shows the weakest roughness influ-
ence. For the cases with spanwise surface anisotropy, the levels of
〈
u′3u′3
〉
are very close to
the smooth-wall levels. The cases with SAR ≥ 1 show a small reduction of wall-normal
velocity fluctuations; similar observations have been made for riblets [15]. Above the rough
surfaces, the data of all rough cases shows a good collapse on the smooth-wall reference
case for x3/δ  0.2.
The wall-normal dispersive stresses 〈u˜3u˜3〉, shown in Fig. 7b, are significantly weaker
than the wall-normal Reynolds stresses with peak values of  20% of the corresponding
Reynolds-stress peaks. The highest levels of 〈u˜3u˜3〉 are attained within the rough surfaces,
while above the rough surface 〈u˜3u˜3〉 soon decays to close to zero values. Multiple peaks
can be observed for 〈u˜3u˜3〉 for the spanwise anisotropic surfaces. This may be caused by
recirculating flows induced between the ribs of these surfaces, which would be consistent
with the higher negative values of the DA mean streamwise velocity observed for cases with
SAR < 1 within the lower part of the rough surface.
The Reynolds shear stress −
〈
u′1u′3
〉
, shown in Fig. 8a, shows a good collapse on the
smooth-wall case for x3/δ > 0.2. The peak value occurs for all rough surfaces close to the
maximum height of the roughness, with the peak typically occuring below hmax for cases
with SAR < 1, and just above hmax for cases with SAR > 1. This is due to a higher reduc-
tion of −
〈
u′1u′3
〉
for the streamwise anisotropic cases. In the lower part of the roughness,
very low values of negative −
〈
u′1u′3
〉
occur for the spanwise anisotropic cases. A similar
observation has been made by De Marchis et al. [35] for irregular sinusoidal roughness.
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Fig. 8 a Reynolds shear stress; b dispersive shear stress. Line-types are given in Table 1. Smooth wall data
(◦) is also included for the Reynolds stress. The approximate location of the highest roughness crests is
indicated by a vertical dotted line at x3/δ = 0.11
The levels of the dispersive shear stress −〈u˜1u˜3〉 are significantly lower with peak lev-
els of less than 1/4 of the Reynolds shear stress values. Above the rough surface, dispersive
shear stress levels are very low, as should be expected based on the observed outer-layer sim-
ilarity of the Reynolds shear stress. Within the surface, negative values of −〈u˜1u˜3〉 occur for
the spanwise anisotropic surfaces (SAR < 1). This would be consistent with recirculating,
vortical structures in the mean flow between the transverse ribs of these surfaces.
4.4 Local dispersive and Reynolds stresses within the roughness canopy
The profiles of the dispersive stresses showed that the highest levels of dispersive stresses
occured within the rough surface with the streamwise and spanwise normal dispersive
stresses attaining the highest values overall. To illustrate the local distribution of the disper-
sive fluctuations, the streamwise and spanwise variations in the time-averaged flow field,
u˜1 and u˜2, have been visualised in Fig. 9 in a horizontal plane at x3 ≈ 12hmax for a strongly
spanwise anisotropic case, S18, the isotropic case, S11, and a strongly streamwise anisotropic
case, S81. The highest negative values of u˜1 can be observed around the roughness peaks
that breach the horizontal plane, where the local velocity always attains zero values, and in
the wakes that form behind the peaks. The highest positive values of u˜1 are attained in areas
away from the peaks, where the influence of the flow obstructions is minimized. The width
of the wake is related to the streamwise correlation length of the surface Ly , with surface
S18 with the higher spanwise correlation length causing significantly wider wakes than S11
and S81, which have an equal, lower spanwise correlation length Ly . High streamwise cor-
relation length Lx promotes long coherent structures in the u˜1 field, as can be observed for
case S81, with “channels” of high speed flow forming between the streamwise aligned rib-
like structures of this surface. This explains the high levels of streamwise normal dispersive
stress observed for cases with SAR > 1.
The spanwise variations in the time-averaged flow field, shown in Fig. 9d–f, exhibit
the highest positive and negative values just upstream of the peaks where the mean flow
is diverted to the positive and negative spanwise direction to circumnavigate a peak. This
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Fig. 9 Local streamwise a–c and spanwise d–f dispersive velocity variations at x3 ≈ 12 hmax. a,d: S18; b,e:
S11; c,f: S81
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behaviour is strongly influenced by the typical peak shape and orientation. For the strongly
spanwise anisotropic case S18, high levels of u˜2 can be observed upstream of the peaks that
also show longer coherence in the spanwise direction compared to the isotropic and stream-
wise anisotropic cases. For the isotropic case S11, the typical negative - positive pattern is
still predominant upstream of the peaks, however this occurs over significantly shorter dis-
tances in the spanwise direction, as the peaks are narrower. For the strongly streamwise
anisotropic case S81, the negative-positive peak circumnavigation pattern is far less preva-
lent than for S11 and S18, and a lot of the observed moderate u˜2 values seem to be induced
by the underlying surface pattern that promotes the streamwise channeling of u˜1 discussed
above.
The local time-averaged streamwise and spanwise normal Reynolds stresses are visu-
alised for the same plane in Fig. 10. The local streamwise Reynolds stress (see Fig. 10a–c)
take their lowest values around the roughness peaks and in the wakes formed behind the
peaks; overall low u′1u′1 is spatially correlated with negative u˜1. The highest values of u′1u′1
are attained in areas where u˜1 takes high positive values or has strong spanwise gradients.
This is consistent with the observation that the surfaces with the highest streamwise dis-
persive shear stress, i.e. cases with SAR > 1, maintain the highest levels of streamwise
Reynolds stresses.
The local time-averaged spanwise normal Reynolds stress (see Fig. 10d–f) also shows the
lowest values in the wakes behind roughness elements. The highest values of u′2u′2 typically
occur just upstream of the peaks, where the mean flow is diverted around the peaks (see
discussion for u˜2 above). As wider peaks promote higher spanwise local Reynolds stresses
over a wider region, the higher observed levels of spanwise normal Reynolds stresses in
Fig. 6 for cases with SAR < 1 can also be related to the typical peak shape.
4.5 Effect of surface anisotropy on the anisotropy of the Reynolds stress tensor
The net anisotropy of the Reynolds stresses is commonly quantified based on the second
IIb and third invariants IIIb of the normalised anisotropy tensor [32]
bij =
〈
u′iu′j
〉
〈
u′ku′k
〉 − 1
3
δij (13)
Based on IIb and IIIb the state of anisotropy can be characterised with the two variables η
and ξ defined as
η2 = −1
3
IIb (14)
and
ξ3 = 1
2
IIIb. (15)
All realisable states of the Reynolds stress tensor are then contained within a triangle in
the ξ − η-plane, the so-called Lumley triangle. Lumley triangle plots for all rough surfaces
are shown in Fig. 11. In the reference smooth-wall turbulent channel flow, very close to the
wall the flow is close to a 2-component state following the upper boundary of the Lumley
triangle towards the 1-component state denoted by the upper right corner of the Lumley
triangle. Maximum anisotropy is reached at x+3 ≈ 8. For x+3 > 8 the anisotropy decreases
and the (ξ, η) curve follows a path close to the right boundary of the Lumley triangle,
indicating a close to axisymmetric, rod-like state and approaching, but not reaching, the
state of maximum isotropy at the bottom point of the Lumley triangle as x+3 increases.
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Fig. 10 Square root of local streamwise a–c and spanwise d–f Reynolds stresses at x3 ≈ 12 hmax. a,d: S18;
b,e: S11; c,f: S81
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In all cases with surface anisotropy, i.e. all cases except S11, in the deepest pits of the sur-
face the Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor is close to a strongly anisotropic, 1-component
case. With increasing height within the rough surface, strongly streamwise anisotropic cases
follow a different path on the (ξ, η)-map compared the cases with spanwise anisotropy: For
the spanwise anisotropic and the isotropic surfaces, the flow approaches the left side of the
Lumley triangle, reaching an axisymmetric disk-like (oblate spheroid) state at the roughness
mean plane; at this location, the streamwise and spanwise Reynolds stresses are of compa-
rable magnitude. An axisymmetric, disk-like state of the Reynolds stress anisotropy tensor
is typical of mixing layers [32]. Similar behaviour has also been observed for turbulent flow
over transverse bar roughness [45] and k-type roughness [46]. Above the roughness mean-
plane, the path returns to the right side of the triangle, i.e. close to an axisymmetric, rod-like
(prolate spheroid) state and tracks the behaviour of the smooth-wall case once the wall-
normal coordinate exceeds the maximum roughness height (approximate location indicated
by yellow triangles in Fig. 11).
In contrast, for the cases with strong streamwise anisotropy, i.e. S161 and S81, the turbu-
lent state remains close to the right side of the Lumley triangle for all x3 values. Cases with
mild streamwise anisotropy show a mixed behaviour. The S21 state still reaches the left side
of the Lumley triangle and the S41 case approaches it. However this occurs at values of x3
Fig. 11 Lumley triangles for all rough surfaces in order of ascending SAR. The smooth wall data case is
shown for reference . The location of the roughness mean plane is highlighted using a green triangle,
and hmax using a yellow triangle. Blue lines correspond to cases with SAR < 1 and red lines to cases with
SAR > 1 (see Table 1)
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Fig. 12 Determinant of Reynolds
anisotropy tensor F . Line-types
are given in Table 1. Smooth wall
data (◦) is also included
below the roughness mean plane. At the roughness mean plane, the turbulence for the two
latter cases has already returned to a state closer to the right side of the triangle, i.e. a state
that is closer to the smooth-wall channel flow behaviour.
Overall, the highest dependency of the Reynolds stress anisotropy on surface anisotropy
can be observed below the highest roughness crest where the strongly streamwise
anisotropic surfaces induce a behaviour that is distinct from the isotropic and spanwise
anisotropic surfaces. Above the highest roughness crest, a good collapse on the smooth-
wall behaviour can be observed in all cases. This can also be observed by considering the
determinant of the normalised Reynolds stress tensor F , which is related to η and ξ by
F = 1 − 27η2 + 54ξ3. (16)
F is zero in the case of pure 2-component turbulence and F = 1 for perfectly isotropic,
three-dimensional turbulence. As shown in Fig. 12, above the highest roughness crest all
rough-wall cases collapse on the smooth-wall data, giving another statistic where outer-layer
similarity is observed.
5 Conclusions
DNS of rough-wall turbulent channel flow over synthetically generated irregular surfaces
with specified correlation lengths were performed at a friction Reynolds number of 395.
The ratio of the streamwise and spanwise correlation lengths was used to define the
surface anisotropy ratio (SAR) parameter. Nine surfaces were considered: an isotropic
surface (SAR = 1), four streamwise-anisotropic surfaces (SAR > 1) and four spanwise-
anisotropic surfaces (SAR < 1). The surface height distribution of the surfaces followed an
approximately Gaussian distribution in all cases with surface skewness Ssk ≈ 0 and kurto-
sis Sku ≈ 3. This enables this investigation to focus on the influence of surface roughness
anisotropy on the near-wall turbulent flow.
For the surfaces considered in this study, the roughness function, ΔU+, exhibits an over
200% increase as the SAR parameter is decreased from ≈ 16 to 1/4 (Fig. 3). For very
low SAR (SAR ≤ 1/4) the roughness functions attains an approximately constant value.
Considering that each surface has a near-Gaussian height distribution and the same mean
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peak-to-valley height (Table 1), the sensitivity of ΔU+ with respect to the SAR parameter
underlines the strong effect that surface anisotropy has upon determining the momentum
deficit in the outer flow. We find that ΔU+ decreases approximately exponentially with
increasing SAR (see Fig. 3a) for SAR ≥ 1/8.
In the present work, Raupach & Shaw’s [33] double-averaging methodology was
employed in order to delineate the statistical contributions of “form-induced” dispersive
variations in the time-averaged flow field from the turbulent fluctuations around the local
mean. For all Reynolds stress profiles, outer-layer similarity was recovered. Relative to
the smooth-wall case, there is a strong reduction of the near-wall peak of the stream-
wise normal Reynolds stress profile, with the lowest reduction observed for the streamwise
anisotropic cases and the highest reductions for the spanwise anisotropic surfaces. The
level of the spanwise normal Reynolds stresses were comparable to the smooth-wall case,
with slightly elevated levels observed for the spanwise anisotropic cases. The wall-normal
Reynolds stress profiles was only very weakly modified in the rough cases compared to the
smooth-wall case.
The dispersive stresses for all cases attained only very low values above the rough sur-
face indicating the absence of strong large-scale secondary flows. This is expected, as for
flow over regular streamwise aligned bars a spacing of S/δ ≥ 0.5 is required to allow the
growth of strong secondary vortex-structures above the rough surface [13]. For the current
surfaces, the short spanwise correlation length, Ly ≈ 0.1/δ, for the streamwise anisotropic
surfaces prevents the emergence of streamwise-aligned vortical structures. In turn, for the
spanwise anisotropic surfaces, the streamwise correlation length, Lx ≈ 0.1/δ, is too short to
promote large-scale spanwise aligned vortical structures. Within the rough surfaces, mainly
the streamwise and spanwise dispersive stresses attain significant values. The streamwise
normal dispersive stress exceeds the levels of the corresponding Reynolds stress for the
strongly streamwise anisotropic cases. This can be attributed to the emergence of “channel-
ing” within the rough surface. The spanwise dispersive stresses observed within the rough
surface mainly arise from the mean flow circumnavigating the peaks in the upper half of
the rough surface. The much weaker wall-normal dispersive stresses also show that the
mean flow within the rough surface mainly relies on spanwise motion to avoid the rough-
ness peaks instead of following a normal motion to cross above the peaks. In conclusion,
the degree of surface anisotropy and its orientation with respect to the mean flow need to
be taken into account when considering turbulent flow over irregular anisotropic rough sur-
faces, as the roughness effect on the mean flow is strongly influenced by SAR even for
moderate SAR values.
Highly streamwise anisotropic irregular rough surfaces pose interesting questions for
further research. Considering the much lower ΔU+ values observed for the highly stream-
wise anisotropic cases in the current study, the question arises whether a riblet-type effect,
i.e. ΔU+ < 0, is possible in the context of irregular rough surfaces. To this end, surfaces
with much shorter spanwise correlation length, mimicking the typical spacing of regular
riblets, should be investigated. In contrast, an irregular rough surface with higher spanwise
correlation length while maintaining high streamwise anisotropy could be used to investi-
gate strong large-scale secondary flows above the roughness, similar to those observed by
Barros & Christensen for a damaged turbine blade [24] and by Vidal et al. [11] for regular
spanwise sinusoidal roughness.
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